For the general terminology used in this paper the reader is referred to Whittaker's books [2; 3] . I shall investigate the mode of increase and the effectiveness of basic derived and integral sets of any finite order. So far as I know, this is done here for the first time.
Let pn(z) = Z< Pmz, g.n(z) = Z< 3»<z< be two basic sets; then the product set {un(z)} = {pn(z)} {qn(z)}, in this order, is defined by «« = Z* Pihqhj. We have z"= Z« *"",•/><(*) = Z< X",3, (2) .
It follows from the definition of a basic set of polynomials that the first derived set: pó(z), pí(z), pí(z), • ■ • form a basic set of polynomials with, perhaps, the omission of one of the polynomials. Thus the Ath derived set {Dh{pn(z)} } will form a basic set {z>"(z)}, if through differentiation of the basic set {/»"(2)} certain polynomials, at most h of these, are omitted.
Also, 1, fc0po(x)dx, f'1pi(x)dx, ■ ■ • form a basic set of polynomials, where Co, Cx, • • • are any constants.
Thus the Ath integral set [D~h{pn(z)}} will form with additional polynomials:
I shall use an auxiliary simple basic set {Qn(z)} in which Qn(z) =zn for all ». Q's and ß's are the coefficients and operators in {Qn(z)}, its derived and its integral sets. Lemma 1. // {pn(z)} is a basic set of polynomials, then {Pn(z)} =-{Pn(z)}{Qn(z)}. Lemma 2. {D»{pn(z)}} =■ {/»"(z)} {Dk{Qn(z)}}.
Proof.
Let {vn-h(z)} = {Dh{pn(z)} } (see introduction), then we
whence the required result.
N.B. In what follows, I shall take 0 as the lower limit of integration for every integral set. N.B. As mentioned before, {D~h{pn(z)} } is not a basic set, but it can be made basic by the addition of the polynomials: 1, z, z2, • • • , zh~l. These added polynomials (finite in number) have no effect on the properties of the set. The method of examining the derived set or the integral set as a product, combined with my previous results [l] , yields a number of results about effectiveness and order of the new set. Hence I state the following theorems : Theorem 1. {/»"(jz)} is a basic set of polynomials, such that lim sup«,«, Dn/n = a (a^l). Then its hth basic derived set is effective in a domain which either contains the domain of effectiveness of the original set or is the same, the outer radius of the domain being always the same. n-*<* Let d(n) be a sequence of integers such that
Let g{n) be a sequence of integers such that n < g(n) ^ Z>", lim g{n)/n = <rf > 1.
<K»)
For the product set {/»»} {qn}, ii bpq is the quantity corresponding to b, we have bm(n, s(n)) = sup | X"m 11 xmi 11 pix | | 3» ,(n) |,
and so on, where the X's are related to {qn} as the 7r's are related to Let Cv, blt Bv stand for C, b, B respectively, in case of the derived set {Dh{pn(z)} }. Then we have
but in view of (1), we know that
Similarly,
Since the value of s'(n) is either equal to the value of j(w) (when s(n) h), or less than it (when s(n) <h), then i.e., the Ath derived set is effective in the 0^ \z\ ^6. Since we know also that C=l, 6 = 2, B = 6, i.e., the original set is effective in the annulus 2 ^ | z\ ^6, whence the result of Theorem 1. Theorem 2. {/»"(2)} is a basic set of polynomials, such that lim sup,,..,», D"/n = a (a^l).
Then its hth basic integral set is effective in the same domain of effectiveness of the original set. ii. If a = l, the Ath basic integral set is effective on \z\ =R, where bt^R and bt = b.
Whence the result of the theorem follows. Example. I shall employ the set given in the previous example to determine the effectiveness of its Ath integral set.
In view of (2) we get: Similarly, the order of the integral set ^w. N.B. By this theorem we can see that:
the order of the integral set = w.
Example. Let Applying Theorem lof [l] we find a», = l. Since w = 2, then w"<w. We can find easily, also, that the order of the integral set is 2, i.e., W( = W.
Theorem
4. {pn(z)} is a basic set of polynomials, such that Dn = 0(n°) (a ^ 1), and of order w. 7"Aere its hth basic derived set is of order = w.
Proof. Here I do not use the product of {pn(z)} and {Qn(z)}, but obtain the result directly. I shall start by proving that the order of the first derived set is ^w.
Since 2B+1= Zi TTn+i.ipi(z) = Z< Tn+i.<Z;=o pijZ, by differentiat- By applying this theorem to the second derived set, we find that the order of the second derived set is less than or equal to the order of the first derived set, i.e., the order of the second derived set is less than or equal to w. By proceeding in this way, we get the required result.
Theorem 5. // {/»"(z)} is a basic set of polynomials of order co, then its hth basic integral set is of order gw.
Proof. Here, again, I use a direct proof.
By integrating, we get: ,. ,. logw"_i(i2)
S lun lun sup--= w. s-.«. n->« « log re By proceeding in this way to the other integrals, we get the required result of the theorem.
Example. I give this example to show that the condition Dn = 0(na) is necessary for the truth of Theorem 4, but not necessary in case of integral sets, i.e., in Theorem 5. Let W2"(Z2") 2" pn(z) = n"zn-'-re3", re odd, (log re)2" pn(z) = z", n even or 0.
I shall be satisfied to deal with the first derived and integral sets. Applying the definition of order, we get: « = 2, ai, = 3, W( = 2, hence £o(=ù>, i.e., Theorem 5 is verified and w">w, i.e., Theorem 4 is not verified.
